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CDM is a consulting, engineering, construction,
and operations firm delivering exceptional service
to clients worldwide. Since 1947, CDM has been
providing innovative solutions developed through
strong client relationships of mutual trust and
respect and an enduring commitment to
excellence, quality, and service. Today, CDM’s
worldwide staff of more than 3,600 meet the
process, facility, and environmental challenges of domestic and multinational industries,
providing services in design and construction, site development and restoration, water
management, process improvements, and environmental management, among many
others. 

CDM’s full-service offering allows the firm to
provide our food industry clients  with a single
source for program management and execution
of capital, maintenance, and environmental
projects. 

Facilities Engineering, Construction, Optimization
• Facility, Infrastructure, and Process Design and Construction
• Energy and Utilities Optimization
• O&M and Training
• Outsourcing 

Site Development and Operations
• Enterprise, Site, and Utilities Master Planning
• CMMS and System Integration
• Packaging and Materials Handling
• Warehouse, Distribution, and Manufacturing Operations

Environmental Systems and Management
• Potable/Process Water System Design and Construction
• Process Water Quality Management
• Wastewater Treatment Design and Construction
• Treatability/Pilot Studies
• Air Quality – Permitting, Modeling, Treatment Systems Design and Construction
• Reuse/Recycle Optimization
• Permitting and Monitoring
• Solid and Hazardous Waste Management
• Waste-to-Energy Solutions

Contact:
E. Stephen Helms, P.E., DEE
CDM
One Cambridge Place
50 Hampshire Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
800-243-2677, phone 
617-452-8000, fax
e-mail: industry@cdm.com
www.cdm.com
offices worldwide

Are all engineering firms the same? C&I Engineering is different. 

We manage each project with a gated approach, ensuring that every stage of the
engineering process justifies the next step. Our creative thinking derives from our
tenured staff, broad expertise and extensive plant side operations experience. 

C&I delivers results beyond expectations. We understand the unique challenges of
the industry - designing each project as if we were to run the operation ourselves. 

We partner with our clients by crafting a vision for the long-term. It’s this kind of
innovative thinking that leads to results. 

C&I is nationally recognized for our engineering design. We have been ranked 13th
in Food Processing by Engineering News Record. 

C&I can provide a full range of engineering solutions:

•  Process Engineering
•  Fruits and Juices
•  Flavors and Extracts
•  Bulk Ingredient Handling
•  Batching Kitchens
•  Packaging
•  Control Systems

C&I Engineering 

Contact:
C&I Engineering 
1930 Bishop Lane, Suite# 1930 
Louisville, KY  40218, 1025
Phone: 502-451-4977
Fax: 502-451-9574
www.cieng.com

CDM
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